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 . Cast: Vibhu Puri as Kaira Zulqarnain Haider as Jug Nihar Ranjan Gupta as Biswa Kunal Verma as Sharan Production The
principal photography began in July 2016 in and around Mumbai. Soundtrack The background score of the film was composed

by Amaal Mallik. The songs were composed by Sanjay Leela Bhansali himself. All the songs are sung by Asha Bhosle.
Reception Kaira received positive reviews from critics. Joginder Tuteja from Bollywood Hungama stated that "Kaira is a well-

paced film, that deals with several issues, such as growing up, leaving the nest and finding love. References External links
Category:2016 films Category:Indian films Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:Films shot in Mumbai

Category:Films directed by Sanjay Leela BhansaliClick to expand Image Courtroom sketch of Ali al-Ganas and his defence
team in Doha, Qatar. © Copyright 2018 Khalil Hamza/AP “Al Jazeera’s coverage of the trial in Doha has been one of the most

solid, comprehensive, and fair, providing the audience with a full picture of the case, with the relevant information, and in a way
that is respectful of the facts. Al Jazeera has always represented a rare perspective on the Arab Gulf: it is a genuinely

independent news organisation.” On 11 May, the Al Jazeera English channel broadcast a very brief report on the trial, which
clearly referred to the defendant as “Ali al-Ganas” and did not refer to him by his name in the full, most respectful way. It

showed only pictures of al-Ganas and of him in court, along with a photo of his face and a brief quote. This is a clear violation
of Al Jazeera’s own norms, as well as the most basic standards of ethics and journalism. Al Jazeera has the right to publicise the
trial, but this should be done in a way that respects the defendant’s rights and the rights of his family, and is not done in a way

that dishonours or dehumanises him. Journalists should be required to comply with all the principles of professional ethics.
However, in such cases, journalists are required 82157476af
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